Specificity reversed at last
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NEWS & COMMENT

Colliding Forces: Life After the SSC
New Campus Programs Also Feel the Pinch
Small Satellites Offer Global Appeal
Stanford, Navy Resolve Indirect Costs
A Battle Royal Over U.K. Observatories?
France: Research Agency Tries to Balance Books
Biotech Leaders Give Patent Office a Litany of Complaints
O'Leary Ignites Debate on Laser Lab
Merck Hires Top Academic Geneticist

Nanoengineering: AFM Fabrics a Tiny Transistor
Did the Tropical Pacific Drive the World's Warming?
Continental Geology: German Super-Deep Hole Hits Bottom

RESEARCH ARTICLE

Formation of a Monomeric DNA Binding Domain by Skn-1 bZIP and Homeodomain Elements
T. K. Blackwell, B. Bowerman, J. R. Priess, H. Wintraub

REPORTS

Observation of Coherent Reaction Dynamics in Heme Proteins
L. Zhu, J. T. Sage, P. M. Champion

Simulations of Atmospheric Variability Induced by Sea Surface Temperatures and Implications for Global Warming
A. Kumar, A. Leetmaa, M. Ji
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Hubble War Moves to High Ground
Primate Origins: New Skull Fuels Debate
Missing Link in Insulin’s Path to Protein Production
Nomarski image of the grasshopper central nervous system and adjacent body wall showing the distribution of Engrailed (black) and Even-skipped (brown) proteins. The neural expression patterns of these genes are well conserved in insects, but variations in their earlier patterns of expression during segmentation highlight some of the potential differences in early patterning mechanisms among various insects. See page 581. [Image: Nipam Patel, using a Zeiss ProgRes 3012 digital camera]